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MATH DAYS
Number activities like Bingo, Fun with Numbers, Sudoku, Coding 
Games and Treasure Hunt were organised for the children, to make 
them understand the number concepts and enjoy learning.

Project
Living & Non Living Things

•PPT-Characteristics of Living & Non- Living things
-Basic Needs of Living Things

• Classification of living and Non-living Things (Graph)
• Video Presentation & Discussion
•Speaking Skill-Things Around Us
•Free Hand Drawing
•Podcasts followed by discussions and question and answer 
sessions

Winter Season
•Discussion and Videos
•PPT-Weather/Clothes/Food 
Preferences/Electrical 
Appliances/Sports/Festivals
•Let’s Get Ready-Keeping Warm-
Hands on ‘Fun Activity’- ‘DRESS ME 
UP’
•Games (Thinking Skill)-Riddles and 
Quiz Time
•Free Hand Drawing

Topic-Living & Non-Living Things
Winter Season

NURSERY & KG



Special Events
Christmas Celebration

•Group Activity - Carol Singing
•Fun Time – Dancing to Christmas Songs , Fireless cooking
•Story Time- Special Letter From Santa

Special Assembly:
•Students of Nur E and Nur G presented a musical virtual tour of a Bird 
Sanctuary.
•Students of Nur F dramatized the Life cycle of an insect and parts of an insect 
through role play.
•Students of KG E presented a musical rendezvous of joy and peace.

Art & Craft
•Free Hand Drawing-

1.Winter Season
2.Living things – Basic needs of living 
things
3.Santa Claus and Christmas Tree

•Card Making
•Christmas Decorations

1.Snowman
2.Christmas Tree

•Collage-
1.Rudolph
2.Snowman



CLASSES I & II

CELEBRATIONS:-
LIFE SKILL ACTIVITIES:

Learning new skills and making students self reliant related to their daily lives, 
they were taught the following:-
i) Learning the technique of GIFT WRAPPING.
ii) Making of GIFT WRAPPING PAPERS using vegetable printing.

FESTIVAL OF FLAVOURS (09.12.2020): A collaborative project by the students which
was both a learning and an enriching experience. Different groups of children
showcased the culture, cuisine, artforms and other aspects of the various states of
India. The research work, efforts and inputs by the parents were quite evident in
each performance be it the traditional costumes, regional music or the beautiful
authentic backdrops. This cultural potpourri was truly a visual treat.

NATIONAL ENERGY CONSERVATION DAY:
Students celebrated this day with great
enthusiasm. From giving an insight into
the history behind this day to creating
awareness about the judicial use of
energy, different ways of conserving it
and the various initiatives taken up by
the government, students highlighted
each aspect with great detail.

INTERNATIONAL MATHEMATICS DAY:
Mathematician Srinivas Ramanujan’s
birthday was celebrated with great
enthusiasm as the students learnt the
concept of tables through craftwork and
demonstration of the concept.



CHRISTMAS DAY CELEBRATIONS: To celebrate this festival, a story on Santa Claus
was narrated by a parent. Thereafter, quiz, songs and dances were organized for
students to enjoy and participate in this special event. Craft work like making
wreaths, Christmas trees and socks enthused the fervour of the festival in the little
ones. The spirit of caring and sharing was also discussed. A podcast related to this
festival was sent to the students reiterating the fact, how one good turn deserves
another.

INTERSCHOOL PRESENTATION: ‘BID ADIEU 2020’ was a showcase of the inspiring
journey of the ‘YEAR 2020’ which gave opportunities to discover, learn, explore
and unravel the creative genius within oneself. Students of classes I & II presented
their creative expression through the events ‘MERAKI’ and ‘DIORAMA’.



FITNESS PROGRAMME FOR OUR LITTLE ONES,TO ENJOY THE GLOW

OF GOOD HEALTH- ‘AAJ SE ADHA GANTA ROZ, FITNESS KA DAILY DOSE’

– 30 minutes daily fitness session.

ART & CRAFT ACTIVITIES:-

Topic for the month of DECEMBER:- Christmas, Winter Season, Birds

SNIPPETS FROM THE CLASSROOM:

•MORNING ASSEMBLY

The day begins with a prayer and a thought, followed by students presenting 

some amazing facts using pictures or props. Show & Tell and Quiz are other 

activities that are also done.

•‘WORD OF THE FORTNIGHT’- Vocabulary Enrichment (ENGLISH)

•‘DISCOVER INDIA’ -To make students aware of the rich cultural

heritage of our country. (ENGLISH)

•CURRICULUM CONNECT WITH ART AND CRAFT AND OTHER 

ACTIVITIES (EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING)

CLASS I:-

• Research work on birds - As an extension to the lesson ‘Feathered Friends’,

students displayed their artistic skills by making beautiful birds with Origami.

The rainbow coloured tail of the bird added another creative dimension to the

activity. An exploration as to what more they wanted to know about birds and the

mention of the same in the ‘KWL’ chart was a great way to mind map the little

queries which children have, regarding the topic. It also provided wings to delve

more into the topic to discover amazing facts about birds, their habitats and also

their eating habits. (ENGLISH)

• MONTHS OF THE YEAR:- To learn the names and the sequence of the

months in a year, students made paper chains by writing the names of all the

twelve months on twelve colourful strips of paper.



• MONSTER SUBTRACTION:- Children first made cutouts of monsters and

framed their own questions on the various things that the monster would love to eat

thus increasing their critical thinking, logical reasoning and quantitative aptitude.

(MATHEMATICS)

• MULTIPLICATION WHEEL AND MAKING OF AN ARRAY WITH

RAJMA SEEDS: A wonderful way to learn the table of 10. (MATHEMATICS)

• WALL HANGING OF WORDS:- Students made a wall hanging of the

words with ki matra . (HINDI)

• HINDI POEM RECITATION: ‘KAISE LAGTEY BHALOO RAM’-

Students dressed up as a character of the poem and recited the poem with great

zeal. (HINDI)

• VOCABULARY ENRICHMENT:- On the cutouts of socks, students were asked

to write the names of the gifts that popped out of Santa Claus’s bag of gifts.

(HINDI)

CLASS II:-

1.ACTIVITY ON PRONOUNS– Students created a Pronoun Garden by associating the 
appropriate pronouns to the various nouns. ( ENGLISH )
2. ENHANCING READING, COMPREHENSION AND SPEAKING SKILL:- All the students 
read a story on Anansi the spider, other than the one in the textbook and then 
discussed the story amongst their friends through a vibrant interactive session. 
(ENGLISH)



1.Making a ‘WEEKLY CALENDAR’:- Children were excited to make a ‘CREATIVE
WEEKLY PLANNER’ wherein they penned down the schedule of their daily work that
they propose to do in the forthcoming week. This activity helped in guiding the
students on making of the planner and also taught them it’s importance. (HINDI)
2.INTEGRATION OF CRAFT WITH THE HINDI LESSON– An enriching. Innovative and
creative endeavour wherein the students were guided to recycle old bottles to make
decoration pieces like money plant bottles , table lamps or other decoration items.
The main purpose of the activity was to teach students the idea and concept of
recycling things out of ‘WASTE’ material. (HINDI)
3.LEARNING SUBTRACTION THROUGH A GAME- Rolling the dice to create three digit
numbers and then subtracting the smaller number from the greater number. This
enabled the students to explore as well as master the concept of subtraction well.
(MATHEMATICS)
4.MULTIPLICATION TABLE WHEEL OF 7:- Using colourful papers, students made a
wheel with number 7 written in the centre and it’s multiples written on the outside
(cut side) to understand the table.(MATHEMATICS)

5. PODCASTS :- Podcasts were prepared in all subjects by the teachers and shared
with the students every week. These podcasts were discussed with the students
during the online sessions.



House Activities

• Fitness week was celebrated today during the House Period vide poem
recitation on the topic - Fitness beats pandemic. The students participated
with ardour and zeal.

• Students celebrated the last month of the year
2020 vide activities like making greeting cards
for their loved ones for Christmas /New Year
and an extempore was held on various topics
spreading the message of Christmas.

Interdisciplinary project was carried out by the
students of class-V with utmost eagerness and
fervour.

Club Fiesta:
Yet another session of the most eagerly awaited Club Fiesta was celebrated with
great passion and avidity on 11.12.20 by the students wherein they showcased
their creative talents. Heart stirring performances by our students were a sure
delight for all the viewers.

Fitness Session :
Fitness is the new mantra especially in these Covid times when one is forced to stay
indoors. Thus a fitness workshop was organized by Ms. Reshma Basist to motivate
the students and parents to stay fit with energizing exercises and aerobics.

CLASSES III-V



Christmas celebration at BVN, from Nursery- Class V, spreading the message of 

love, humanity and gratitude.

Birla Vidya Niketan in association Fit India Movement celebrated BVN Fit India

Cyclothon on 19.12.20 to 20.12.20 to encourage fitness among our students and

parents from classes III to V. Everyone participated joyfully and made the event a

great success.

PTI

PTI was held on 19.12.20 with subject teachers and Activity teachers



Inter Schools

• Birla Vidya Niketan Jr. school hosted the splendiferous virtual session of- The
Literary Fest ‘AURA2020’ on 7th December, 2020 showcasing
the scrumdiddlyumptious world of Roald Dahl. It was a delight to see eminent
schools across Delhi competing in events like Be Aware Enactment, Jing Along
and Twist it a Bit that talked about the most memorable and unique characters
created by Fantastic Mr. Dahl.

Class 3 - Be Aware, Third position - Advik Sharma
Class 4 - Jing Along, Second Position - Annika Bhilotra

• Maths Interschool on 18.12.20

Birla Vidya Niketan Jr. school hosted the virtual session The MATH FEST
‘MATHEMANIA 2020’ on 18th December which entailed a broad range of
expositions with mathematical theme utilizing mathematical rules. Many
eminent schools across Delhi competed in the events - Geo - Genius,
Board Master and Budding - Designer. The purpose of this competition was
to promote enthusiasm for learning Mathematics and strengthen the
critical thinking and problem-solving skills of students. The contestants from
Grades III to V participated with full enthusiasm and zeal. The competition
among the teams was tough but in an exhilarating and thrilling
experience. The results are as follows-

1st position - Arnav Bablani V- E(Budding Designer)
Anaay Bagri V- E(Budding Designer)
Advik Sharma III –F(Geo genius)
Ishaan Srivastav III –F(Geo genius)

2nd position – Manvik Singh Solanki IV E(Boredom – Breaker)
Mayukh Ghosh IV B(Boredom – Breaker)

WORKSHOPS & WEBINARS FOR TEACHERS:-

• Online Training Programme for teachers-NISHTHA on DIKSHA portal.
• HOW TO IMPROVE CONCENTRATION-

Session 1:- Attention- Intention Meditation by Dr. Aditi Singhal
Session 2:- Digital Wellness by Mr. Bala Kishore

• Critical Thinking By Ms. Minakshi Kushwaha (Principal, Birla Vidya Niketan)
•Counselling session by Ms. Rashmi our school Counsellor on Inclusive Education


